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rHE tg8os, Tonoruro MsDtA

ertist David Rokeby began work on

a

oiinteracl ive sonic errvilon menls.
Deployinghand-buill l6xl6-pixel video
cameras to monitor space, Tery Nervous
Sysfem used a digital synthesizer to translate
into sound any movement it detected. Video
of the I99l version of the installation shows
the artist slowly flowing through Tai Chi-llke
movements. Each upward and downward
series

gesture triggers casades ofnotes, the speed of
the sound matching that of his body. Within
Very Net-vous Sysfem, any arm extension, precise series offlnger twitches, pivot, or crouch
becomes a sonic event: the body reimagined
as musical instrument. Rokeby described this
intimate and highly aestheticized interaction
as pushback against the clunkiness of the
then-nascent personal cornputing revolution. "Because the computer removes you
from your body, the body should be strongly

engaged," he writes on his Web site, alongside

the documentation of the work. "Because
the computer's activity takes place on the
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tiny playing lields of integrated circuits, the
encounter with the computer should take
place in human-scaled physical space."
Very Nervotts System endures as one ofthe

cornerstones of interactive art. Executed at
exactly the moment that softlvare began to
permeate everyday life, it signalled how the
body couldbe an expressive instrument-quite
optimistic, given the ergonomically unfriendly

knowledge-work regirne that followed.

It

also posed a question to the music world: to
what degree might new technologies serve
as scaffolding for the design of:r new breed of
instruments that more fully engage the body's

expressive potential? Tl-ris provocation was
not entirely new-the theremin has been letting us manipulate soundviagesture for nearly
a century-but recent decades have seen the
release ofmyriad sensors that can scan move-

ment with high precision. This potential is

Not all contemporary instruments rely on
old-fashioned keyboards, knobs, and patch
cords, however. A look at a few esoteric
practices at the edges of human-computer
interaction (HCI), composition, and choreography reveals that sorne contemporary
artists have picked up where Rokeby left
off. In their installations and performances,
full-body gestures and motion make music,
and this rich interactivity calls into question
much of what we know about instruments
and performance.

HCI neseancHER JosEpH MALLocH
has spent a chunk of his career exploring

exactly these uncharted waters. Presently
u,orking on a range of augmented, virtual,
and mixed-reality projects as a postdoc

1
L

researcher at Dalhousie University's

latent, though: one onlv need look at a contem-

Graphics and Experientlal Media lab, he
previously spent several years focused on

porary synthesizer or a drum machine to see
that many "new" instruments are entrenched
in dated interaction paradigms.

makingboth musicai interfaces and software
that facilitated related collaborations across
disciplines. Notably, this work yielded an
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Ebe (zot7) is a collaboral on.between dancer Sarah
Bronsard and composer and sound art st Patrick Saint
Den s developed ar'C'und an iriteraci ve scenography made

of fve accordlonirobots thal rnteract wlth the dance.

eccentric, cylindrical instrument called the

subsequent alto and soprano versions follow-

T-Stick. Constructed in different registers

familv
of gestural musical controllers have taken
place worldwide over the Iast decade.

r.vith varying lengths of PVC pipe, the

instru-

ment is quite nondescript, but what it lacks
in visual flair it makes up for in tactility:
each microcontroller-driven device uses
an accelerometer and capacitive sensors to
collect precise data about its orientation and
manipulation. The T-Stick can be touched,
tapped, tilted, squeezed, and shaken to sculpt
sound with a Max/MSP sound-synthesis
engine running on a nearby computer.
Malloch created the T-Stick a decade ago
in collaboration with composer D. Andrew
Stewart at McGi11, an extension of both their
doctoral research projects, the device was
prototyped under the umbrellas of the Input
Devices and Music Interaction Laboratory
and the Digital Composition Studio. The
pair of researchers codesigned the T-Stick's
electronics and sound s1'nthesis, with Malloch
focusing on software and gestural mapping
and Stewart on composition and notation.
They finished a tenor protot5.?e in 2006, with

ing. Performances featuring the T- Stick

tones and then frantically dispels them by
beating then-r down-dull percussive thuds

what you should be aiming for when you're
designing new musical instruments," Malloch declared during an interview over Skype.

resound with each impact. One moment, his
hands are nimbly moving up and down the
device, tapping out the intricate tones that
one might flnger on a woodwind instrument;
the next, he is spinning it above his head like a
bo staff, creating a swooshingvortex ofsound.

community around the annual New

For Malloch, a rich sonic palette, myriad

Interfaces for Musical Expression (NIME)
conference, and people who attend love to
quote David Wessel and Matt Wright's credo
that a new instrument should have a 'low
entry-fee with no ceiling on virtuosity."' With
the T-Stick, Malloch thumbed his nose at

interactions, and risk are an ideal end-result
for instrument designer and audience alike.
"Usually, the things we find most interesting
artistically are where performers are riding
on this line between instability and the collapse ofthe system. Things are unstable, and
that's exciting."
In fall 2008, Malloch and Stewart conceived of a new way to explore the T-Stick's
playability. As part of a short collaboration
fittingly titled Duet for a Cello and a Dancer,

"People have strong disagreements about

"There's

a

Wessel and Wright's low entry-fee, it was
an instrument with an interface advanced
enough that it took a signiflcant investment
of time and practice for a player to master.
Everybody to the power of one, a 2008 composition for the soprano T-Stick by Stewart,
speaks to the granularity of

control that an

experienced player can exert over the instrument. In it, Stewart conjures ahaze of swiriing

composer Shawn Ferguson created music for
cellist Chlod Dominguez and the dance company Van Grimde Corps Secrets, putting the
instrument in dancer Elijah Brown's capable
r/
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hands. "The design was basically unchanged.
Itwas wireless, and could sense the direction
it was pointing, so we used it to control the
spatialization of the sound," says Malloch. He
and Van Grimde Corps Secrets artistic director Isabelle Van Grimde were intrigued by the
results, and applied for and received funding

to develop the concept further. "Instead of
having these specilic goals and designing an
instrument for a musician and handing it to a
dancer, we started with the idea that the performer is going to be a dancer. Dancers move
very dilTerently than musicians; they move
a lot more. There are different goals-movement for the sake of movement. rather than
to create sound."

The resulting collaborative project,

.Les

Gestes, spawned a set of cyborg-chic pros-

thetics that were direct descendants of the
T-Stick. One of them, the Spine, takes the
T-Stick's vertical sensor span and deploys it
along a flexible assembly oftransparent PVC
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tubing, laser-cut acrylic, and PETG plastic
rods. Unlike its ancestor, the new instrument is highly stylized and flexible. Dancers
wear it by connecting it to their necks and
tailbones, and the device collects for sound
synthesis twenty-flve streams of data from
movement. Another, the Rib and Visoq has
acrylic and polycarbonate prosthetics that
attach to the sides of the torso and head to
provide sensitive multitouch surfaces and to
collect movement data; it also creates little
pockets ofspace extending out from the body,

which dancers' can work within. Neither the
Spine nor the Rib and Visor were meant to
be seamless augmentatlons; each came

with

constraints. "If the dancer moved the same
with the instrument as they would without
it, then the instrument would have been a
failure," says Malloch.
While tres Gesfes mostly played out as
interdisciplinary worksl.ropping, testing, and
design iteration, the research was presented

in

a few public performances in Spring 20I3. In
related video documentation, the Van Grimde

Corps Secrets dancers spin and writhe, feeling out the mass and mobility of their new
appendages. The mix from a violin and a cello
is accented by tingly ring-modulation and
blasts ofdistortion, triggered by flexing spines
and stretching limbs. Van Grimde says she
had always been "looking for the place ofthe
choreography in the mr-rsic, and vice versa,"
but what blossomed from the collaboration
ofLes Gestes was revelatory. "It equipped our
dancers with devices that enabled them to
interwene in the music concretely. They could

spatialize it, they could transform

it-they

could even produce their own sounds.
"For me, technology has to serve the art
and not the other way around," she continues.

"I don't feature tech demos in my work."
Despite a healthy skepticism, many of her
recent works incorporate multirnedia elements. The 2016 production Symphonie 5.1

bathes dancers in illuminated mesh geomet-

ries, delineating their bodies and providing
a reactive canvas for their motion to inflect.
At press time, Van Grimde was working on
Eve 2O5O, a transmedia project that provides
multidisciplinary researchers a platform to
speculate on the future of the body across
stage,

installation, and the Web.

Yet, against this spectrum of hypotheses
of what dance can be, Les Gestes seems spe-

cial. "Dancers crossed into the territory of
musicians, and vice versa," Van Grimde says.
'And the musicians also played the instru-

ments on the dancers bodies. I think that
was a very important part of the research:
the overlapping ofterritories and each group
appropriating the other's tools."

In the right circumstances, the lines
between musicians and dancers, and even
instruments and bodies, start to blur. Perhaps
the entire idea of the instrument is archaic,
and it is not so much something you hold or
operate, but somethingyou enter and interact
with. Then Rokeby's Very Nervous System
is not so much a singular prototype, but a
blueprint for instruments of the future. The
body remains central, but the possibilities

From sway Array, composer and sound artis[ Patr ck Saint-Den
collaboratlon w th soprafo and performance artlst Sarah Albu.

s'

movement by looking around: she leads, they
follow. In one sequence, she steps aside and
the loudspeakers whirl like dervishes, blasting
sound in all directions and making a warbly
chop with each rotation-just like awhizzing
helicopter blade.
Since nobody has direct access to sound,
everything is an interface, writes SaintDenis in his artist statement. In surveying
the landscape of widely practiced modes of
composition, all that he sees are constraints.
"There is a vision of what music can be in
the piano, for an example: two-dimensional
music-it has a-Westernview of pitch embedded in it." He sees software as being just as
problematic, and cites as an example a bias
built into the audio programming language

He points Io Trombe (2O09-10), as the

open up considerably.

ln Swav AanaY, A coLLABoRATIoN
between composer Patrick Saint-Denis and
vocalist Sarah Albu, first presented in 2Ol5 at
Montreai's contemporary dance hub Studio
303, Albu stands stoically in front of a threeby-three grid of conical robotic loudspeakers,
each perched atop a wheeled metal stand.
Projecting their sound by rotating and nodding each loudspeaker mimics the direction of
Albu's gaze and her head movements. Imper-

fect and asynchronous in their imitation,
the drone chorus lags behind her, each unit
trembling ever-so-slightly. Albu sings an
ethereal tone, harmonizingwith the array. She
kneels, howls at the moon like a wo1f, and the
nine machines do their best to replicate that

primal activity.

'Aflocking algorithm controls the delay
between the performer and the array's reaction," says Saint-Denis in a conversation
held over Skype. "The movement gets initiated by the performer and propagated by the
array, and the voice of each loudspeaker is
afected by its position. It's a way to orient the
signal-processing according to the systems'
physicality. Even though it's super limited in
terms of speed and range of motion, it imposes
a ceftain pace that shapes the piece." Outfitted
with a head-mounted Inertial Measurement
Unit (IMU) sensor, Abu controls the array's

Csound. "It used to have two different files-a
score {ile and an orchestral flle-but now they
are sequenced, which is deeply embedded in

the structure ofthe language." In his telling,
the only path forward is to create your own
musical interfaces. "I build machines-sometimes they are very Iarge in scale, sometimes

smaller-and I try to find the most idiosyncratic music that belongs to each one." In
foregrounding the construction of new systems, rather than composing for existing
instruments, Saint-Denis ensures that each

workwillbe novel.

moment he embraced this way of working. In
it, flutist Genevibve Ddraspe plays in darkness,

whileprojected dots anddashesbeambackand
forth on the screen behind her, onto the floor,
and across an oblique canvas on the opposite
side ofthe stage. D6raspe plays counterpoint
to an abstract electroacoustic composition,
her flutteringnotes enmeshed in the skittering

rhythms. Forget the real-time generative
projections, though: Saint-Denis' is evoking
the piece's simple motor assembly. A single
feather is wired to rotate and match D6raspe's

amplitude, and there's a moment midway
through the performance when she alternates
between tense phrases and breathy tones, and
the feather twirls and keeps pace. The resulting
synchronization of sound and object is hypnotic. "Ilja Frissen, a psychologist at McGill,
said that objects like that feather speak to our
reptilian brain," says Saint-Denis, "we're not
used to seeing objects move like that."
Ebr, u
recent Saint-Denis composition, also^ore
incubated at Studio 3O3, puts a
human performer amidst his machines. In
it, Fiamenco dancer Sarah Bronsard dances

on a wooden platform-surrounded by
several robot accordions. "She's wearing a
smart shirt that monitors the movement of
her diaphragm-when she breathes, so do
A \rFD rO
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the accordions." On wheels, like the aforementioned loudspeakers, each unit's bellows
are at the same height as Brosnard's lungs. She
spins, tapping out intricate rhythms with her
feet, and the accordions wheeze out osciilating
tones. Robot orchestra aside, Saint-Denis has

other logistical matters to attend to. "There
is also the flamenco tradition, which I had

to incorporate; it's not that simple-fancy
rhythms," he says with a smile.
A weird meditation on breath control and

further ruminations on human corporeality
amidst nonhuman actors-there is alot going
on here. Saint-Denis does not expect anything in the way of adoption of his systems or
approaches, and he's emphatic thatwhile they
are instrumental, they are not instrutnents.
"You can use an existing instrument or you
can make your own interfaces, like I do in my
practice. But these are not instruments; they
are part of the work. It's not the same existence; it's not the same goal."

lru rge rHREE DEGADES rHAT HAVE
elapsed srnce Very Nervous System, is Rokeby's vision ofa composite gesture-sound any
closer to propagating across the arts? Not
really. While these moments from the practices of Malloch,Van Grimde, and Saint-Denis
are music or musical, their underlving instrumentation is esoteric: audiences need to work
to "iead" what is going on and how sound is
being made. This isn'tfreejazz from a quartet
playing instruments we know; these works are
elaborate experiments. They're all chimeric,
each consisting of hybrid DNA drawn from
different disciplines and traditions. At one
point during our interview, Malloch neatly
encapsulated this conundrum of legibility:
"How do you do something meaningful with
an instrument, if that instrument doesn't
relate to something familiar?"
Perhaps calling these modes of composing and performing esoteric does not go far
enough. One commonality between Rokeby's

1980s proposition and these more recent
undertakings is that they underscore a range
of post-human states. When processed by

its custom software, a body enteringVery
Nervous System has an ornate aesthetics
mapped onto it; there's a one-to-one correlation between simply being in the world
and generating sound (if not music)-at
least, as long

as

the body in question remains

within the field of view of the cameras. The
evolutionary jump from the T-Stick to the
Spine sees a pragmatic and well-engineered
instrument metamorphose into an alien
prosthetic, an augmentation that Malloch
aptly describes as "human plus instrument"
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(rather than human cnd instrument). Finally,
Saint-Denis' flocks of robots may ironically
have the most to say about the future of the
human body's expressive potential. Situated amongst myriad nonhuman actors,
his performers-outnumbered-alternate
between playing them and accompanying
them. Who exactly is in charge becomes a
little fuzzy; and while the composer may be
suggesting bold new models of composition
and performance, he is also underscoring the
deep strangeness of looming automation.

Peripheral Devices section ofan electronics
shop, rather than in a musical instrument
store. (Incidentally, Saint-Denis has used
the Myo controller for a composition, but
has little interest in a sustained investigation
of it across multiple works). One need look
no further than the National Association of
Music Merchants' annual trade show, held
in California ir-r January, and its fresh crop of
synthesizers, samplers, and drum machines,
to appreciate how

little

has changed in

inter-

actions in the hardware market in recent

Looking to these projects as harbingers of

decades. Add that inertia to the "virtual-

future interfaces may be setting ourselves up
for disappointment. In 20I5, Thalmic Labs
of Waterloo, Ontario, released a commercial

ized" contemporary software-based studio,
and it's clear that the body remains oddly
estranged from making music-at least,
beyond instrument archetypes that have
been with us for ages. Perhaps it is impossible for us to make a clean break from
history and reinvent what instruments car-r

gestural controller called the Myo Armband, which allows for expressive hand and
arm-driven digital interaction, but devices
like it are far more likely to be tbund in the

be and how they might activate the body;

but experiencing the bold experiments of
Malloch and Saint-Denis certainly gives one
a

little hope.

GREG

J. SMITH

is a Toronto-based

writer and editor interested in media art and
its broader cultural implications. He is the
editor-in-chief o/HOLO magazsine and a
contributing editor to Creative Applications

Network, <www. cre ativ e app lications. ne t >.
His writing has appeared zn Rhizome, Vectors, ICON, the V2 Institute for the Unstable
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